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1. Introduction



visual methods “photographic inventory” (Collier & Collier, 1986)



recent paper



Positivist

• empirical  / realist

• precise record of  material reality

• anthropological tradition

Interpretivist

• symbolic

• socially constructed

• visual studies tradition

Prosser, J., & Loxley, A. (2008).  Introducing visual methods (National Centre for Research 

Methods Review Paper). 

epistemological spectrum (Prosser & Loxley, 2008)



2. Case Study 
of Swan & 

Taylor



case study of Swan & Taylor

Laurel Swan, PhD

Microsoft Industry Fellow

Royal College of  Art

Alex Taylor, PhD

Researcher, Socio-digital Systems Group

Microsoft Research 



research design: 

18-month study of home life

Research question: How do families organize home life?

Setting: Several families with children in greater 

London, UK.

Data gathering: Participant observation, informal and in-

depth interview, guided tours of  homes, 

fieldnotes 

Visual methods: Video, still photography



Swan, L., & Taylor, A. S. (2005, April). Notes on fridge surfaces. Paper presented at 

the Conference on Human Factors and Computing Systems, CHI „05, Portland, 

Oregon, USA. 

“Notes on Fridge Surfaces” (Swan & Taylor, 2005)



“List Making in the Home” (Taylor & Swan, 2004)

Taylor, A. S., & Swan, L. (2004). List making in the home. In CSCW Chicago 2004: 

Computer Supported Cooperative Work conference proceedings (pp. 542-545). New York: 

Association for Computing Machinery. 



Taylor, A. S. & Swan, L. (2005). Artful systems in the home. In: Proceedings of  ACM 

CHI 2005 Conference on Human Factors in Computing Systems. 641-650.

“Artful Systems in the Home” (Taylor & Swan, 2005)



“Photo Displays in the Home” (Taylor & Swan, 2005)

Swan, L. & Taylor, A. S. (2008). Photo displays in the home. Designing Interactive 

Systems Conference, DIS '08, pp. 261-270. 



“Making Place for Clutter and Other 

Ideas of the Home”(Swan, Taylor and Harper, 2008)

Swan, L., Taylor, A. S. & Harper, R. (Jul, 2008). Making place for clutter and other 

ideas of  home. ACM Trans. Comput.-Hum. Interact, TOCHI. 15(2).



3. Writing 
Ethnographic 
Fieldnotes 

(Emerson, Fretz & Shaw, 1995)



Emerson, R. M., Fretz, R. 

I., & Shaw, L. L. (1995).  

Writing ethnographic fieldnotes. 

Chicago: University of  

Chicago Press.   



general approach to research
(Emerson, Fretz & Shaw, 1995)

• Participant observation

• Produce fieldnotes

• Expand fieldnotes: jottings-description-memos-themes

• Inductive/grounded theory analysis

• “Excerpt-commentary units”

• “Tales of  the field”/“fieldnote-centered ethnography”



the approach exemplified: “Notes on Fridge Surfaces”
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the approach exemplified: “Notes on Fridge Surfaces”



thematic findings

• Space and form

• Function

• Temporality

• Fluidity, Informality and reconfigurability

• Social organization

Swan, L., & Taylor, A. S. (2005, April). Notes on fridge surfaces. Paper presented at 

the Conference on Human Factors and Computing Systems, CHI „05, Portland, 

Oregon, USA. 



ethnographic writing 
(Emerson, Fretz & Shaw, 1995)

“To do so, he moves back and forth 

between specific events recounted in 

his fieldnotes and more general 

concepts of  interest to his 

discipline.”



“excerpt-commentary unit” 
(Emerson, Fretz & Shaw, 1995)

theme

analytic point

orienting information

fieldnote excerpt (s)

analytic commentary
(can include several different points)



sample excerpt commentary unit

theme

analytic point 

analytic point 

orienting information 

analytic commentary

excerpt 



theme “Temporality”

analytic point

[Another quality of] fridge doors…[is] their temporal 

variability…Some items can linger for years, whilst other 

items can be up for a day or less.

orienting information Examples from our data show….

fieldnote excerpt(s)

“Every so often I do 

think about taking stuff  

off  this fridge and there 

are things here that, you 

know, every so often I 

do sort of  a mental 

clearout…”

analytic commentary

This heterogeneity of  materials jostling for space and 

attention, and differing in their age…stands in market 

contrast to the ways in which electronic information 

can be affixed and displayed to surfaces.



As Weber (2008) posits about images in 

social science research, the photographs 

by Swan and Taylor capture the 

“ineffable, the hard-to-put-into words,” 

they “make us pay attention to things in 

a new way,” and they are “memorable” 

(pp. 43-44). 



4. Pedagogy



students analyzing visual data

information in a dim sum restaurant  



students analyzing visual data

information in a Christmas ornament collection (left) and 

a public library video department (right)



class worksheet: 
analyzing excerpt-commentary units



class worksheet: 
practice writing excerpt-commentary units



sample paper: “A Day in the Death of...” (Sine, 2010)



sample paper: “A Day in the Death of...” (Sine, 2010)



5. Conclusion





materials from this presentation...


